
IN  60  SECONDS FROM DEALER TO AUCTIONEER

Become a part of the AUCTIONATA COMMUNITY and join us in building the first ‘auctions only’ market place in the world

THE ULTIMATE AUCTION COMMUNITY



AUCTIONATA is an independent start-up funded with over $2 million of seed capital from private

equity and a leading VC firm.  Our founder was previously an online seller and auctioneer, and therefore,

it is his target to renew the excitement of internet auctions for buyers and sellers.  The difference from

other market places is that AUCTIONATA is defined entirely by its Verified Dealers.  AUCTIONATA
does not purchase anything and AUCTIONATA does not advertise – our Verified Dealers do that, even

if we do pay for the advertisement.  Not only are we offering our first Verified Dealers, the so-called

early birds, special conditions, but also the opportunity of advising and supporting us in the

development and improvement of the market place.   

AUCTIONATA.COM is an online market place for auctions only and a community of people who simply

love auctions.

John Donahoe, the current CEO of eBay, recently stated that “auctions were never a strategy and

auctions are not a business model either.”  At AUCTIONATA, we see this differently.  We are focused on

auctions only - no buy now, no price comparison, no flea market, no penny auctions, no deal of the day

and no bargain hunting.  We are focused on auctions only as the purpose of an auction is to bid prices

up, not down.

If auctions are not your thing, you can stop reading now.  However, if you would like to know more about

auctions or if you always wanted to organize auctions, then please continue reading.  

Auctions have been going on for half a millennium.  They are so successful because they are the perfect

and only system to achieve the optimal price – for both buyers and sellers.  As such, it is mandatory

that the knockdown is made by a genuine auctioneer and that the sale goes to the highest bidder only.

AUCTIONATA is the only market place on the planet making this possible online.

WHO IS AUCTIONATA?

WHAT IS AUCTIONATA?

WE ARE FOCUSED 
ON AUCTIONS ONLY 
No buy now, no price comparison, 
no flea market, no penny auctions, 
no deal of the day and no bargain
hunting.  We are focused on auctions
only as the purpose of an auction is to
bid prices up, not down.



THE ULTIMATE AUCTION COMMUNITY

LANDING PAGE OF YOUR AUCTION LINKING TO YOUR WEB SHOP



At AUCTIONATA, the community basically works just like on FACEBOOK. However, AUCTIONATA is an

auction market place and therefore the users are called “AUCTIONISTAS”.  As a result, everyone must

have an AUCTIONISTA ACCOUNT to participate.  As opposed to the past, there are no nicknames at

AUCTIONATA, but rather only real and verified users with a profile picture.  At AUCTIONATA, every

AUCTIONISTA can build his or her personal community, find friends and like-

minded people and connect with them.  Of course, AUCTIONISTAS can also

protect their privacy through individual settings, but theoretically everyone can

track the activities of other users on AUCTIONATA and thus learn from the

AUCTIONISTA COMMUNITY.

WHAT IS THE AUCTIONATA COMMUNITY?

EVERY AUCTIONISTA
CAN BUILD HIS OR HER
PERSONAL COMMUNITY

Because we are a start-up, we will open an auction category only when we have found at least one

large-scale dealer who will organize and host auctions in this category.  We call such a dealer an early

bird.  We intend to grant our early birds special conditions and rights, particularly rights of co-

determination when experts and dealers are selected for a specific auction category and certainly

regarding other topics as well.  Our founder was an online seller for many years himself and has a great

personal interest in letting you participate in the constitution of AUCTIONATA. 

WHAT IS AN EARLY BIRD AND 
WHAT CATEGORIES DOES AUCTIONATA OFFER?

BE AN EARLY BIRD 
AT AUCTIONATA! 
We intend to grant our early birds 
special conditions and rights, 
particularly rights of co-determination
when experts and dealers are selected
for a specific auction category.



THE ULTIMATE AUCTION COMMUNITY

YOUR PERSONAL AUCTION OVERVIEW INCLUDING REAL T IME FEED



The AUCTIONATA AUCTION is an online event for which you determine the date and time.  Of course,

you are also responsible for its content.  Typically, this consists of several hundred individual items

auctioned off consecutively by an auctioneer.  Such an auction normally lasts two or three hours,

though sometimes it can last several days.  That depends entirely on the number of items listed.

WHAT IS AN AUCTIONATA AUCTION?

The following principles apply:

1. Every item should have a value of at least 100 Euro

2. New items should not be listed, although there are some exceptions

Here are some examples:

• Antiques, works of art and collectibles 

• All used goods with a value of at least 100 Euro, e.g. vehicles, musical instruments, vintage

fashion … 

• Real estate, e.g. homes, holiday apartments, industrial properties  …

• All kinds of illiquid investments, e.g. precious metals, gemstones, coins, stamps…

• All new goods in quotas, e.g. production surpluses or clearance sale items

• All new items with limited numbers in circulation, e.g. expensive luxury goods or all kinds of

special editions

• All immaterial goods, e.g. services, but also tickets, travels, web domains, copyrights and even

entire businesses

WHAT ITEMS ARE SUITABLE FOR AN AUCTIONATA AUCTION?

ALL VALUABLE ITEMS THAT CANNOT 
BE READILY PURCHASED AT ANY STORE
ARE SUITED FOR AN AUCTION!



THE ULTIMATE AUCTION COMMUNITY

AUCTION ROOM WITH LIVE CHAT, V IRTUAL SEATING AND LOT SEQUENCE



The AUCTIONATA AUCTION has five phases:

1. SETUP: In this phase, you create your auction, for which you must invite an auctioneer and an

expert.  The expert is responsible for quality assurance and the auctioneer is conducting the

auction.  These so-called executives receive a commission for their task, but as a rule are not

employees of AUCTIONATA.  Therefore, they will also be verified in detail before their admission

to AUCTIONATA.  Additionally, you can invite fellow dealers to your auction. You will then receive

a commission from their sales.  

2. FINE-TUNING: In this phase, you determine the final dramaturgy of your auction.  Auction lot

sequence, pricing coordination, final preparations for your marketing campaign. 

3. PREVIEW: Your auction is now visible in the world-wide web.  Your advertising campaign starts,

your online newsletters are sent out, your Google ads go live, your Facebook event is activated,

and if you enable live preview, clients from all over the world can find your business via the

AUCTIONATA IPHONEAPP with its integrated Google Maps interface.  And

most important - buyers who do not have time to partake in the auction event

can submit their absentee bids effective immediately.  During the preview,

you can answer the questions of your clients; your expert will assist you in

the process.  The preview lasts at least 7 days. 

4. AUCTION: In the online auction room, your auctioneer conducts the sale.

Your expert is also present and provides final answers to the questions of

your buyers.  Now, live bidders and absentee bids are given equal power. The

sale is always awarded to the highest bidder only.  Of course, you are not

vulnerable to any risk as your items are protected with minimum prices.  All

participants are able to communicate during the auction via live chat. 

5. FULFILLMENT: Now all buyers pay for their auction purchases via online checkout.  You send

shipments out only after you have received payment. You provide tracking numbers of your

shipments online. Following the receipt of the product, your clients will rate your service online. 

HOW DOES THE AUCTIONATA AUCTION WORK?

FEE TABLE 
Regular Dealers: 15% sales commission
excluding VAT
Early Birds: 10% sales commission 
excluding VAT

1% auctioneer fee excluding VAT
2% expert fee excluding VAT
2% event fee excluding VAT 
(not applicable for auction hosts)

Valid until December 31, 2011.

NO RISK 
As a dealer on AUCTIONATA, you have
no risk.  You can protect every item
namely through a minimum price, which
is not visible to other users.  This
minimum price (also called reserve)
may not be higher than the estimate you
determine and that every user can see.
Bidding begins at the starting price,
which can be up to 50% lower than the
estimate and the reserve.  As such, a
greater incentive to bid is created.  

If a potential client places a bid, the
auctioneer inconspicuously bids against
him until the reserve has been met.
This selling method originated in
England, is used by major auction
houses such as Christie’s or Sotheby’s,
and therefore is also stated in their
terms of business*.  For the first time,
AUCTIONATA is bringing this principle
to the internet.  

If the reserve is not met during bidding,
a conditional sale will take place.
Thereafter, you have 3 days to decide
whether you accept the offer of the
highest bidder or not.  If the reserve is
met or exceeded, the sale will go to the
highest bidder – naturally without any
conditions. 

*) Christie’s London, Conditions of Sale,
Article 3 (h)



THE ULTIMATE AUCTION COMMUNITY

LOT PAGE WITH IMAGE OPTIMIZER AND CUSTOMER Q & A INTERFACE



This is the most important question of all. Here are some examples:

NEWSLETTER: Your office has an integrated tool enabling you to notify both your own clients and the

AUCTIONATA COMMUNITY of your auction directly per online newsletter.  This tool uses your email

server so that your clients always know from whom they receive the newsletter.  AUCTIONATA does

not store the e-mail addresses of your clients.  Data will only be stored if someone actually registers

with AUCTIONATA.  

GOOGLE ADWORDS: Your office has a direct connection to Google Adwords and AdSense.  As soon as

you have completed adding items to your auction, we will calculate a sales prognosis.  For 2.5% of the

determined amount you can immediately publish Google ads pointing to your auction. In the process,

you control the AUCTIONATA GOOGLE ACCOUNT directly.  You decide which keywords will be used

for your Google ads, but we pay the Google bill!  As your Google ads points directly to the landing page

of your auction, and a link to your web shop is prominently posted there, you will immediately get sales

outside of AUCTIONATA and gain new clients.  

FACEBOOK EVENTS: You can export your auction event via an integrated interface directly from your

online office to FACEBOOK EVENTS and thus make your auction visible to the world-wide FACEBOOK

community. 

LIVE PREVIEW: You can also offer your clients a live preview of all your auction items. Such a live

preview takes place at your business location.  Multiple dealers, who have their business in the same

district or street, can even team-up to organize a major auction event together. From your Verified

Dealer office, you can connect with GOOGLEMAPS online. This way, clients from all over the world can

find your live preview on their smart phone.  

HOW WILL BUYERS FIND MY AUCTIONATA AUCTION?

LIVE PREVIEW OF YOUR
AUCTION ENABLED BY
GOOGLEMAPS

IMPRINT: Responsible for content and copyright holder: ISA Auctionata Auktionen AG, Stutterheimstraße 16-18/II/3.02, 1150 Vienna, Austria,
Europe. Graphic Design: www.michaelkalb.at.

LEGAL NOTICE: Changes and typing errors reserved. All information provided in this document was compiled after the best knowledge and
conscience, nevertheless, any guarantee or liability is excluded. Use of material from this document is only permitted with a written permission from
the originator.



THE ULTIMATE AUCTION COMMUNITY

YOUR PROFILE IMAGE WITH YOUR COMMUNITY AND YOUR PERSONAL AUCTIONISTA NEWS FEED



Quality assurance is crucial for the success of a market place.  At AUCTIONATA,

this is not only ensured through our Verified Dealers, but also through

independent experts.  Experts can apply with AUCTIONATA online at any time

following the launch of the market place.  They must demonstrate in-depth

knowledge and experience in a certain area.  Following your approval, you will

receive access to your expert office and can then be invited by dealers to ensure

the quality assurance of a specific auction.  For this, you will receive a commission of 2% of the final

sale result.  According to experience, this activity can result in a significant income.  However, to avoid

a potential conflict of interest, an expert cannot be a dealer on AUCTIONATA at the same time.

AUCTIONATA experts work exclusively from their computers and thus can be active from any location

in the world.  Become an expert at AUCTIONATA and contact Susanne Zacke, Head of Sales, now!

BECOME AN EXPERT AT AUCTIONATA!

BECOME A VERIFIED DEALER AT AUCTIONATA!

CONTACT
INFORMATION 
Susanne Zacke, Head of Sales

• Leading expert in art and antiques,
published more than 100 collectors
and auction catalogues and described
more than 75,000 auction items
throughout her 25 year career

• Member of international collectors
and dealers associations, contacts to
dealers and collectors on five
continents, hosted dedicated collectors
conventions in Austria and several
other countries

ISA AUCTIONATA AUKTIONEN AG
Stutterheimstraße 16-18/II/3.02
A-1150 Vienna
Austria, Europe

PHONE +43 660 88 55 122
E-MAIL SZA@AUCTIONATA.AT

CALL 011 43 660 88 55 122 NOW
OR PER EMAIL: SZA@AUCTIONATA.AT

The early bird catches the worm.  Verified Dealers with an early bird status receive special rights and

conditions at AUCTIONATA as they assist AUCTIONATA in building a large market place and a large

community for world-wide auctions in the internet.  Though fees can be increased, early birds will

retain their special rights. 

This philosophy is derived from the AUCTIONATA FOUNDERS.  They are aware of the great impact

every dealer has on AUCTIONATA.  In particular, they respect the commitment of all dealers who

contribute their valuable time during the early stage of AUCTIONATA.

BECOME AN EARLY BIRD AT AUCTIONATA!

QUALITY ASSURANCE
BY INDEPENDENT
EXPERTS


